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For the last 5 years the rebuilding of Christchurch has contributed strongly to NZ’s economic 
activity.  Canterbury’s economy is currently undergoing a significant transition.   While a 
moderation in residential and commercial construction activity is occurring, significant 
Government anchor projects remain in the pipeline.  A recovery from local drought conditions 
and the re-opening of transport routes should also be supportive.  Our assessment is that, 
overall, Canterbury economic activity is still robust.  
 
To some extent, the current data supports the conclusion that activity growth is moderating in 
Canterbury. For instance the ANZ General Business sentiment index for Canterbury has fallen 
slightly to a net 0, compared to a peak level of over 60 in 2013-2014 and long term average of 
+14. Nationally, the same survey is showing a slowing in business sentiment. However, in our 
view it is difficult in sentiment surveys to disentangle broader effects from factors that might be 
influencing Canterbury. 
 
Business Sentiment in Canterbury has fallen slightly 
 

 
Source: ANZ 
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More specific Christchurch data on building activity is clearly showing a reversion in activity back 
toward long run trends. Canterbury housing approvals peaked at over 7,000 pa and have now 
slipped back to under 6,000, with most analysts expecting the data to moderate further to 
under 4,000 in the next year.  Christchurch housing rental levels have also fallen from a peak of 
$414 a week, down to $383 a week, suggesting an oversupply in parts of the residential market. 
 
Non-residential construction has been well above the long term trend with more than $9.1bn 
spent since the September 2010 earthquake, an estimated $4.4bn above long term trends. 
However, this total is well below the Government estimate of $16bn. With the addition of 
significant new office buildings, some property consultants say rising vacancies in both the CBD 
and suburbs suggest that further significant commercial building development is less likely in 
the near future. Consents for new commercial buildings are down 33% in Canterbury in the last 
year. In our view it is likely, however, that the current shortage of hotel and motel beds will 
encourage more activity in that sector. 
 
Importantly, the transition from residential and private commercial activity to Government core 
projects is underway. The rebuild of Christchurch Hospital has been progressing for well over a 
year, as has the University of Canterbury, secondary schools, the Central Library and the Justice 
Precinct. Moving forward Otakaro, the entity that took over a year ago from the Canterbury 
Earthquake Rebuild Authority, has announced building work is underway on the Metro Sports 
Facility and the Convention Centre. These anchor projects are expected to attract further 
investment in the CBD. A smaller start on the East Frame project, a new housing community in 
the CBD, has commenced. The East Frame housing project has a target of 20 terraced houses by 
May 2018, and a further 200 homes over the next 2 years. 
 
With this background, and the resilience of Canterbury people, it is hard to paint a picture of a 
real underlying slowdown. Clearly activity levels are “normalising”, but there is still a lot of work, 
underway or yet to commence, on larger projects. Additionally, consultation on the Residential 
Red Zone, on New Brighton and a number of other areas may see further investment over the 
next 5 years or more. 
 
The broader Canterbury region has also seen significant disruption from the long term North 
Canterbury drought, which has finally broken in the past month. The Kaikoura earthquake and 
the impact of the closure of State Highway 1 has also most likely reduced productivity and had 
an impact on business sentiment and tourism in the region. The re-opening of that key route 
and the production pick-up from better growing conditions may see business confidence lift in 
the next year.  
 
If the Crusaders wrench the Super Rugby title from the Hurricanes anything is possible! 
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This column does not constitute advice to any person.  
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER 

 
This Harbour Navigator is provided for general information purposes only. The information is given in good faith and has been prepared from 

published information and other sources believed to be reliable, accurate and complete at the time of preparation but its accuracy and 
completeness is not guaranteed. Information and any analysis, opinions or views contained herein reflect a judgement at the date of publication 
and are subject to change without notice. To the extent that any such information, analysis, opinions or views constitute advice, they do not take 

into account any person’s particular financial situation or goals and, accordingly, do not constitute personalised advice under the Financial 
Advisers Act 2008, nor do they constitute  advice of a legal, tax, accounting or other nature to any persons. Investment in funds managed by 
Harbour Asset Management Limited can only be made using the Investment Statement, which should be read carefully before an investment 
decision is made. The price, value and income derived from investments may fluctuate in that values can go down as well as up and investors 

may get back less than originally invested. Where an investment is denominated in a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange may have an 
adverse effect on the value, price or income of the investment. Reference to taxation or the impact of taxation does not constitute tax advice. The 
rules on and bases of taxation can change. The value of any tax reliefs will depend on your circumstances. You should consult your tax adviser in 
order to understand the impact of investment decisions on your tax position. No person guarantees repayment of any capital or payment of any 
returns on capital invested in the funds. Actual performance will be affected by fund charges. Past performance is not indicative of future results, 

and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no 
liability or responsibility is accepted for any loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising from or in connection with this presentation or its 

contents. 

 


